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Held:
1.

The learned trial Judge has used the term common intention only in one
solitary passage in his judgment. He has culpably failed to consider the
acts of participation on the part of each one of those accused separately
to analyse those acts and relate them to the principles of law relating
to common intention and having regard to their respective acts to determine
whether they were actuated by a common intention.

2.

The trial Judge has not given his mind in regard to counts 6 and 7 and
considered whether the accused were actuated by a common murderous
intention to commit the offence set out in counts 6 and 7.

3.

There is no burden whatsoever on an accused who puts forward a plea
of alibi and the burden is always on the prosecution to establish beyond
reasonable doubt that the accused was not elsewhere but present at the
time of the commission of the criminal offence.

4.

The right to mark omissions and proof of omissions is related to the right
of the Judge to use the Information Book to ensure that the interests of
justice are satisfied. Omissions do not stand in the same position as
contradictions and discrepancies. The rule in regard to consistency and
inconsistency is not strictly applicable to omissions. Judge who has the
care of the information ought to use this Book to elicit any material and
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prove any flagrant omissions between the testimony of the witness at the
trial and his Police statement in the discharge of his judicial duty and
function.
5.

The issue whether a retrial should be ordered or not would depend on
whether there is testimonially trustworthy and credible evidence given
before the High Court.
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JAYASURIYA, J.
We have heard learned President's Counsel, learned counsel for the
fourth accused-appellant and learned Senior State Counsel fully in this
matter.
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It is manifest that learned trial Judge has used the term common
intention only in one solitary passage in his judgment at page 181,
He has culpably failed to consider the acts of participation on the part
of each one of those accused separately, to analyse these acts and
relate them to the principles of law relating to common intention and
having regard to their respective acts to determine whether they were
actuated by a common intention. Justice Dias in K in g v. A s a p p i/'' laid
down the principles that it is the bounden duty of the trial Judge to
indulge in this process and that the same duty prevails even when
the accused is tried without a Jury. Further, the trial Judge has not
given his mind in regard to counts six and seven and considered
whether the accused were actuated by a common m u rd e ro u s intention
to commit the offence set out in counts six and seven. Justice Sirimane
in P u n c h i B a n d a v. Q u e e rP set aside the conviction in a situation
where the trial Judge had not distinguished between the required
common murderous intention and any other common intention enter
tained by the accused. This is an error made by the instant Judge
when he failed to consider whether the accused were actuated by
a common m u rd e ro u s intention. These non-directions and misdirections
are in regard to vital aspects of the prosecution case and related to
the ingredients of the offence and therefore the findings, convictions
and sentences pronounced cannot be sustained.
In addition, there is a serious grave misdirection entertained by the
trial Judge in regard to the fourth accused-appellant and the sixth
accused at the trial in regard to the plea of a lib i preferred. The learned
trial Judge has stated thus in Sinhala: sn Bc8> E£es 0Sa5. ©g S£Ste §

ef0dOx3Se ©goiJ S6 ggS racGx3 s»®a5 S3 S0 Sra SS eD§d da mofJOt S0®0
o0fflo) aytfbati) axes. Clearly this statement presupposes and assumes
that there is a burden of proof on the sixth accused-appellant to
establish his pleas of a lib i and prove affirmatively that he was else
where and not at the scene of the crime at the time of commission
of the offence. This is clearly a misdirection on the law. In K in g v.
M a r s h a l and in K in g v. H. S. R. F e r n a n d a the principle was laid
down that there is no burden whatsoever on an accused person who
puts forward a plea of a lib i and the burden is always on the prosecution
to establish beyond reasonable doubt that the accused was not else
where but present at the time of the commission of the criminal offence.
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There is a c u rs u s c u ria e which has firmly laid down this principle.
See the decisions in R e p u b lic v. D a m a y a n tP \ Y a h o n is v. State16';
G u n a s iri v.

S ta le !71; P u n c h i B a n d a

v.

S ta te <8' and

M u th u k u ttig e

S iriw a rd e n a v. A . G.(9) per Justice Ameer Ismail.

In the circumstances in view of these grave misdirections and non
directions we set aside the findings, conviction and sentence imposed
on all the four accused-appellants, excluding the finding, conviction
and sentence imposed on the fifth accused-appellant who was not
present at the hearing of this argument and who was also not
represented at the hearing of this argument by counsel. The learned
trial Judge has found her guilty of perjury and imposed a conviction
and sentence on her.
In this state of the appeal, both President's Counsel and learned
counsel for the fourth accused-appellant strenuously urged that the
Court ought not to order a retrial in respect of their respective clients.
But, learned Senior State Counsel contended that the evidence of
witness Andrayas who was believed at the trial was creditworthy and
entitled to testimonial trustworthiness notwithstanding the several
omissions proved in relation to the evidence given by witness Andrayas
at the non-summary Magisterial inquiry.
The issue whether we ought to order retrial or not would depend
on whether there is testimonially trustworthy and credible evidence
given before the High Court by witness Andrayas. The learned High
Court Judge in his judgment has referred to this issue and given his
anxious consideration to the omissions which were proved to assail
the trustworthiness of witness Andrayas, only in regard to the testimony
he has adduced in the Magistrate's Court. Learned trial Judge has
stated thus : ®oe£>cSgpe) q©ax5eoaS o®cffio6 ® SO ©gooai Scto0x6®£s 0 ge&»
oeDjflO® Sc3)oS S cs s tfia Learned High Court Judge has referred to witness
Andrayas' evidence before the learned Magistrate and to the omissions
proved and has stated in Sinhala a reason for such omissions. When
we perused the non-summary record of his evidence we observed
that this evidence runs into just nine lines of evidence. This circum-
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stance strengthens and supports the trial Judge's surmise. The issue
is - on an evaluation of his evidence could we hold that his evidence
is totally unworthy of credit and not entitled to any testimonial trust
worthiness? Having regard to the omission proved, in evaluating the
testimony of a witness, a Court would be guided by principles of
common sense and by certain tests of credibility that are employed
to assess credibility. When one goes through proceedings, it is evident
that the learned defence counsel had closely looked at the statement
made by Andrayas to the Police and also looked at the inquest
evidence Andrayas had given before the Magistrate and had attempted
to mark contradictions in relation to that statement and the inquest
evidence. Vide pages 126 and 129 of the record, where there is a
specific reference to contradictions marked 5VI and 5V2. These
contradictions certainly do not cause any dent whatsoever on the
testimonial trustworthiness of witness Andrayas. Thus, after the afore
said attempt failed the resulting position in regard to the Police
statement and inquest evidence is that the test of inconsistency and
consistency echoes in favour of the witness' credibility. Besides, there
are no contradictions and inconsistencies in his evidence p e r se or
in te r se. It has been brought to our notice that Andrayas had made
statement to the Police th o u g h h e w a s in ju re d on the day of the
incident itself at 8.00 o'clock in the night. The incident had taken place
at about 8.30 in the morning. Further, he had given evidence at the
inquest held on the very same day before Magistrate who inquired
into this violent death. Thus, it is in evidence that witness Andrayas
had made his statement at the earliest opportunity which presented
itself and therefore the test of spontaneity and contemporaneity is in
his favour. By proving omissions is another method of assailing the
testimonial trustworthiness of a witness. This right accrued as a result
of the judicial decision pronounced by Justice Alles in Q u ee n v. M uth u
B a n d a f'0) particularly at page 11. Justice Alles related the right to mark
omissions and proof of omissions to the right of the Judge to use
the Information Book to ensure that the interests of justice are satisfied.
Omissions do not stand in the same position as contradictions and
discrepancies. Thus, the rule in regard to consistency and inconsist
ency is not strictly applicable to omissions. His Lordship remarked
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that the Judge who has the use of the Information Book, ought to
use this book to elicit any material and prove any flagrant omissions
between the testimony of the witness at the trial and his police
statement in the discharge of his judicial duty and function in terms
of section 122 (3) of the Criminal Procedure Code. When the aforesaid
omissions were marked before High Court Judge of Matara, we ought
to p re s u m e th a t the High Court Judge would have used the Information
Book to assist him at that trial and possibly to evaluate the omissions
which have been marked since there were no material contradictions
and discrepancies marked by the defence in regard to the Police
statement and the inquest evidence given by witness Andrayas. The
learned trial Judge has arrived at the conclusion that these omissions
are referable to the reason that the witness was not examined adequately
at the non-summary inquiry.
The learned trial Judge, who no doubt had the benefit of observing
witness Andrayas particularaly in regard to his manner of giving
evidence, his inflection, the delivery and the conduct of the witness,
both under examination in chief and under cross-examination, would
necessarily have had that all important factor of demeanour and
deportment to assist him. This Court has only the typescript record
and does not have that benefit. Having had that benefit the learned
trial Judge having observed the demeanour of the witness has arrived
at the favourable findings in regard to Andrayas' demeanour and
deportment and observed thus: 0c£®es) exte) e® § oCete0®:>©c>a) o@o gx®S@o
g©
eraigcoGS sxSccto o@® qSfflOsoocS roe®
SO ©goo) rocSO® ogso

0O£ fSSodcS ®g g©x3c cad® S©35a>q> ago oc^So gqdocS ©cSS. goo©
o6a>d>
000035 ®g cos oa» ssOeo ead®sx5to0d> o@o ®goe5 ocSO® erg0
SgocSOO ©200.
Thus, as Justice Collin Thome in J a g a th s e n a v. B a n d a ra n a y a k & u)
observed the all important factor in the evaluation of evidence, this
operates in favour of the testimonial trustworthiness of witness Andrayas.
Then, Justice Collin Thome was dealing with a situation where there
were contradictions in the testimony of that witness. Further, there
was no impugnment of the fact that witness Andrayas was present
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at the scene of the incident. In these attendant circumstances, it is
manifest that he had means of knowledge in regard to what he has
testified. Thus, test of “means of knowledge" also echoes in his favour.
In the circumstances, we are unable to accept the submission that
there is no acceptable evidence placed against the first, second, third
and fourth accused-appellants before the High Court. However, we
wish to emphasise that the sixth accused at the trial who was the
fourth accused-appellant in the appeal had given evidence setting up
a plea of a lib i and his evidence has not been seriously impugned
or assailed by the prosecution. In the circumstances, we think it would
be an injustice to order a retrial against him. Therefore, we proceed
to acquit the fourth accused-appellant. We direct that the first, second
and third accused-appellants be retried again before another High
Court Judge. The appeal of the fourth accused-appellant is allowed.
The appeals of the first, second and third accused-appellants are partly
allowed. The appeal of the fifth accused-appellant is dismissed.
KULATILAKE, J. - I agree.
A p p e a l o f fo u rth a c c u s e d -a p p e lla n t a llo w e d .
A p p e a l o f first, s e c o n d a n d th ird a c c u s e d -a p p e lla n ts p a rtly allow ed.
A p p e a l o f fifth a c c u s e d -a p p e lla n t d ism isse d .

